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An overview of the characteristics of the region in which three Martian wind streak types 
occur is deduced from a correlation of the regional color, thermal properties, topography and 
geographical distribution. The three wind streak types considered here are those discussed and 
mapped by Thomas and Veverka (1). Bright streaks (BS), are relatively high albedo markings 
often associated with craters and hills (Fig. 1); dark erosional streaks (DES) are low albedo fea- 
tures also associated with topographic obstacles (Fig. 2); and splotch-related or  mixed-tone streaks 
(SRS) have dark areas associated with low albedo deposits (Fig. 3). The color data are the product 
of the Viking orbiter imaging approach sequences (2) and the thermal data are from predawn 
global Infrared Thermal Mapper observations (3,4). Both data sets, as well as the USGS topo- 
graphic map of Mars, were "binned" into quarter degree squares as part of the Mars Consortium. 
These data were then correlated with a digitized wind streak map that ranges from -60's to  
+60°N (5) at a resolution of 314" square. Distinctions were made between those streaks that had 
been found to  change in size, shape or  appearance (variable) and those that were unchanged over 
the period of Mariner 9 and Viking observations (5). 

Dark erosional streaks (DES) occur predominantly near -30"s latitude, the latitude most 
common for the occurrence of dust storms (6,7). Topographically, DES occur at all elevations, 
but DES noted as variable only occur from 3 t o  7 km and are slope-associated. The thermal data, 
which are related to  particle size by deduction of thermal inertia values, show DES to  occur in as 
wide a range of thermal environments as found on Mars. However, the variable DES occur in 
regions where the thermal data suggest sand-size particles. The color data also show a distinction 
between the variable and non-variable DES as the variable DES only occur in relatively dark 
red regions which are considered t o  be characteristic of the southern highlands (2). The bright 
streaks (BS) occur in regions that have similar properties to  Mars as a whole. The variable BS, 
however, are limited t o  the Syria Planum region, a region characterized by a brighter red surface 
with a low thermal inertia (i.e., silt-size particles or  smaller) and a high elevation, 9 t o  12 km. 
Splotch-related streaks (SRS) have no  obvious geographic correlation but occur along the borders 
of large thermally defined regions such as Arabia, Hellas and Argyre. The SRS occur in the eleva- 
tion range from 0-6 km. Those SRS found to  be variable also differ from the non-variable SRS 
in that they occur in thermal regions suggestive of sand-size particles, whereas the class as a whole 
is more widely distributed thermally. The variable SRS also are in the redder regions. 

These findings correlate with the Martian particle threshold curves predicted by wind tunnel 
modelling (8). The most easily moved particles are those in the sand-size range, similar to  that 
found for the variable wind streaks, with the exception of the variable BS. The variable bright 
streaks, interestingly, also agree with the particle threshold curves, in that fmer particles are more 
easily moved at higher elevations. Thus, bright streaks which are assumed to be deposits of finer 
wind-blown particles would be expected and are most variable at the higher elevations. 
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Fig. 1. Dark-erosional streaks in Noachis (VIS 
5 79A4 7). 

Fig. 2. Bright streaks in Syrtis Major (VIS 
514A13). 

Fig. 3. Splotch-related streaks in Oxia Palus 
( VIS 669A.50). 
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